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Q1: Stable and with rating affirmation from
Moody’s

The decline in unrealised value amounted to 2.7% in
Q1 and was mainly driven by higher yield
requirements. Credit metrics were slightly weaker
sequentially, albeit no drama. Moody’s affirmed
Vasakronan’s A3/Stable rating after the end of the
period. Our revised financial forecast assumes
continued healthy performance and credit quality. All
in all, credit neutral.

Q1: Unrealised value decline of 2.7%, negative net
lettings but a tad lower vacancy

In Q1, Vasakronan’s rental income increased by 17% y/y �14% on a

comparable portfolio), mainly driven by positive indexation effects, and

completed projects. The NOI margin held up fairly well in the quarter at

71% �72% a year-earlier) and increased by 12% on a l-f-l basis. Net

lettings were negative in Q1 amounting to SEK �46m (still positive at

SEK 99m on a LTM basis), although, the majority of this was due to the

JM’s decision to leave its HQ in Frösunda at the end of 2024.

Nevertheless, Vasakronan’s occupancy rate improved slightly q/q from

91.2% to 91.7% (c. 1% of the vacancy is attributable to project

developments). The company said it noted some slowdown and



greater restraint among tenant expansion, while demand for high

quality offices in good locations remains good. Looking at renegotiation

for the first quarter of 2023 for the whole portfolio, the price change

averaged 5% above index, which can be compared to 7% last year.

Renegotiations in the office portfolio increased by 7% while retail was

down 1%.

Regarding property revaluations, unrealised value changes amounted

to SEK �5,048m in Q1, (we expected SEK �5,650m), corresponding to

2.7% of the total portfolio value. Vasakronan’s average yield

requirement increased by 14bp q/q due to rising market interest rates

and more uncertain market conditions, standing at 4.09% as of end-Q1

2023.

Slightly weaker credit metrics sequentially, albeit no
drama

Key credit metrics weakened slightly q/q, driven by unrealised value

changes and lower financial costs, albeit with no drama. The net LTV

increased marginally from 39.5% to 40.5%, with a sequential

reduction in total debt by c. SEK 1bn balancing some of the impact from

the property revaluations made. Vasakronan’s 12-month interest

coverage decreased from 4.8x to 4.4x according to our calculations.

The average interest rate increased by 0.3% q/q to 2.4%. As of end-

Q1, the average debt maturity profile and fixed interest period were

5.6 and 3.9 years, respectively. At the same date, fixed interest

maturity within 12 months amounted to 28% �43% a year earlier).

Vasakronan’s decision to not distribute any dividend for the financial

year 2022 together with a slightly lower pace of investment in projects

are mitigating some of the pressure on credit metrics. Also, the

company’s EBITDA will be supported by recent and upcoming project

completions. 

A3/Stable rating affirmed by Moody’s in April 2023

After the end of the period, Moody’s affirmed Vasakronan’s A3/Stable

rating. The stable outlook reflects Moody’s expectation that debt/asset

will stay well below 45% �40% per end-Q1�23) and EBITDA interest

coverage around 3.5x �4.0x per end-Q1�23) in the next 12�18 months.

The solid rating provides continuously good access to the capital

market, and the company benefits from a diversified funding mix and



low share of secured assets. All in all, we view Vasakronan’s Q1 report

as stable and credit neutral as such.

Deviation between actual Q1 results and SEB DCM Research
estimates (SEKm)
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Vasakronan's LTM financial accounts and forecast, SEB DCM
Research base case
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Quarterly rental income and NOI (SEKm)
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Property portfolio statistics (SEKm)
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Property portfolio composition by geography (%)
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Property portfolio composition by property type (%)
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Breakdown of tenant by sector, % of contracted rent 
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Historical evolution of net leasing per quarter (SEKm)
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LTM leverage and interest coverage (x)
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Moody’s effective leverage and rating triggers
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Moody’s fixed charge coverage and current rating triggers
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Capital and interest binding (years)
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valuations, projections and forecasts in this report should not be

regarded as a representation or warranty by or on behalf of the SEB
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Company specific disclosures and potential
conflicts of interest

A member of, or an entity associated with, SEB or its affiliates, officers,

directors, employees or shareholders of such members (a) is not, and

has never been, represented on the board of directors or similar

supervisory entity of Vasakronan, (b) has from time to time bought or

sold the securities issued by the company or options relating to the

company, and (c) SEB does not hold any short / long position exceeding

0.5% of the total issued share capital of Vasakronan as of 31 Mar

2023.

SEB is, or has within the last 12 months been or expects in the next 3

months to be, party to an agreement relating to the provision of



investment banking services to Vasakronan or an affiliate, or has

received from it fees or the promise of fees in respect of such services.

Within the past 12 months SEB has been involved in a public offering

and/or underwriting of Vasakronan.

The analyst(s) responsible for this research (jointly with their closely

related persons) hold(s) 0 shares in Vasakronan and do(es) not have

holdings in other instruments related to the company.

Explanation of DCM Research recommendations
SEB derives its Recommendations from its appraisal of the credit

quality of the issuer and issue in combination with the market price.

The analyst may express a recommendation in various ways,

depending on the complexity of the issuer’s debt structure or the

complexity of the analysed instrument, including:

1) Formal terminology

Overweight over the next six months we expect a position in this

instrument to exceed the relevant index, sector or benchmark.

Marketweight over the next six months we expect a position in this

instrument to perform in line with the relevant index, sector or

benchmark.

Underweight over the next six months we expect a position in this

instrument to underperform the relevant index, sector or benchmark.

2) An expression of relative value compared with instruments

or debt classes issued by peers or comparable entities.

3) A list of so called “Top Picks” from a group of issuers,

instruments or debt classes.

DCM Research recommendations are valid during the day of

publication only and are therefore not necessarily updated or adjusted

even if credit quality and market pricing have changed materially.

Methodology
SEB’s DCM Research makes it assessment of the creditworthiness of an

issuer based on the assessment of an issuer’s business risk profile as

well as its financial risk profile. The business risk profile includes



country risk, industry risk, competitive position, and profitability. The

financial risk profile includes financial policies, accounting, cash flow

adequacy, capital structure and liquidity. The outcome of the

assessment of the two risk profiles is weighed together for a final

overall assessment.

In addition to SEB’s credit assessment of creditworthiness, other

factors considered in a particular issuer include the credit ratings

assigned to a specific issuer by independent agencies, the value and

market price of its securities, macroeconomic factors such as interest

rates, promised coupon or yield of the specific instruments, and

historical spread developments.


